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,Rnn EXplni!!!!J
by Kevin Kleine

managing editor

BACK TO SCHOOL: Students at line in the University Bookstore as
classesget underway. Everywhere one turns in these first few days of

Rene Rowe

classes,crowds can be found. But the excitement of the new school
year is in the air. See editorial on page 6.

UMSLPAC To Support Local Candidates
candidates they plan to support.

by Shelly Van Mierlo
reporter
This election year UM-St. Louis '
political action committee has
decided not to contribute to
statewide races.
According to Lance Leloup, chairman of UMSLPAC and the political
scienc'e department, the organization believes they will have more of
an impact at the 10calleveJ.
With the elections right around
the corner, UMSLPAC's steering
committee has compi!.ed a list of the

In the Missouri Senate race
Way~e Goode, John Scott and J .B:
"Jet" Banks will receive support
from UMSLPAC.
Goode, a Democrat from District
13, was elected to the Missouri
senate in 1984. In 1976 Goode was
honored with the Missouri NEAfirst
annual Friend of Education Award.
Scott, a District 3 Democrat is
currently serving as president pro
tern in his third term in in the
Senate.
Banks, a Democratic senator

from District 5, is currently serving
his third term as the assistant
majority leader.

who support higher pubUc education get elected and also to keep
them in office, " LeLoup said . .

According to LeLoup , word of
mouth is the organization's main
fund raising tactic. Besides the letter Leloup sends to the facuity in
April, there are no formal methods
of contacting the pUblic.
"The committee chooses candidates who support higher public
education," LeLoup said. He added
that UM-St Louis alumni receive
high priority as well.
"Our purpose is to help people

In June , LeLoup said contributions to UMSLPAC were at
their
lowest
level
in
the
organization's four year history. In
mId-June the group had raised
about $6,000, several thousand
dollars less than in previous election years.
Since then, the organization has
received about an additional
$2,000 .

The most recent change in the
county reorganization plan by the
Board of Freeholders will reduce
their earlier plan of a 42municipality county down to 39
cities.
Under the revised plan, Pagedale
would become part of Normandy,
Black Jack would be absorbed into
Spanish Lake and Moline Acres split
between Bellefontaine Neighbors
and Jennings .
The new plan will be submitted to
the Board of Election Commissioners on Sept. 16 for a ballot to
be drawn up and an election
scheduled. A special election is
required to approve the plan and no
other issues can be on the ballot,
said DonaJd Phares, administrator
for the Board of Freeholders and
UM-St. Louis special assistant to
the chancellor.
"The earliest it could be voted on
is sometime between June and
August of 1989," Phares said .
st. Louis County is currently comprised of 91 municipalities, but still
about 40 percent of county residents
live in unincorporated areas . The
reorganization is an attempt to
equalize the quantity and quality of
municipal services such as police
and fire protection county wide .
The biggest opponents to the plan
are the elected city officials, Phares
said.
"Most governments want to stay
the way they are," Phares said.
"Their second biggest concern is
how much it is going to cost."
"It probably has less than even
odds
of
passing,"
Phares
speculated.

would

save
money and provide higher quality
service in the long run, Phares said.
An overall increase in taxes of
roughly 8 to 11 percent will be
required for the plan.
"That comes out to about $40 per
year for taxpayers," Phares said.
"It's a fairly modest increase. People on a fixed income will save
money under the plan, and working
people will pay according to their
income. Everyone will save on property taxes."
The only part of the property tax
left under the plan will be the debt
retirement portion. Fire protection
taxes will be equalized county wide.
The lowest rate for fire protection is
now 39 cents per $100 assessed
value the largest being $1. The
reorganization plan will make it 21
cents for every county resident.
Around the Normandy area,
which surrounds campus, 20
municipalities will become the Normandy township.
"When people first started moving out of the city, they formed communities; some of them with only
200 or 300 people," Phares said.
"Particularly in the Normandy
area, since it was one of the first
places settled. Champ, for example
has only 30 people."
The smaller communities can't
have the tax base to support city
workers and police fire and
emergency medical protection. The
new map builds on strong existing
cities and absorbs the smaller communities to provide them with the
same services of their larger
neighbors .
"People would have the same
level of protection no matter where
they live," Phares said.

Thveloping Fir8t -Rate Ullversity
The following is an interview conducted by Current Editor Paul
Tbompson with Chancellor Marguerite R . Barnett. Barnett is now entering her third year as chancellor at UM-St. Louis. The Current will
periodically publish interviews with campus officials visiting
dignitaries and others throughout the upcoming school year.'

Q:

You've said that your goal here is to lay the groundwork for the creation of a world-class university. With the new science and technology
center, the new math and computer center, and the new addition to the Ii
brary, that goal seems to be coming closer to reality. That's kind of heavy
on the science and the math. In what ways are you seeking to broaden and
strengthen the university in terms of the humanities?

Soviet historian in history? Apd all of them , after a minute 's thought, said
obviously you really don't want that. What you want is for a department to
have the strength and the range of talent to have a kind of internal debate
so that they can set a course for that departmenLAnd I certainly think
that 's true of our history department. That's one of our very strong
departments. Up until this year, we had a Curator's Professor in that
department, Professor Neal Primm. That is a department in which there
is a great deal of very exciting intellectual ferment and debate about the
direction the department should go.lwould say that for any department
it's always a mistake to recruit one person on an ad hoc basis, unless you
have a way of building an area of quality around that person. In most
areas, the recruitment of one person, without any context, is simply a
mistake because that person becomes an isolated person in an
academic area.

A: You might want to take a look at the Vision for the 21st Century document , which is our plan, which was jointly arrived at by the entire campus. It's under the aegis of Partnerships for Progress , but in that plan
there are 67 different departments or programs or projects that are
slated for support as part of a five-year program to lay groundwork for
the univerSity maki.ng a great leap forward in its stature. Among th~
areas supported are the humanities. There currently exists a $25,000
humanities fund, whiCh I set up as part of the Partnerships for Progress
program . I set it up with private funds. It·s used by the humanities programs and departments to support faculty, to support faculty research,
to support innovation in teaching. I think some of them used it for travel ·
funds, but most of it was used to sponsor a humanities series last year. As
part of that series, they brought in people in music and philosophy and
history and art. They had some slide lectures that were well-attended
and well-supported. The use ofthose funds is determined by a committee
consisting of the chairs of the humanities departments.

Q'

One of the areas that I've heard complaints from both history faculty
ana students is that the history department desparately needs a Soviet
historian . .\Dd considering the dynamics of U.S./Soviet relations right
now, should that be a priority for the university?

A:

I'm glad you asked that question, because ... clearly this university
snould be interested and involved in a whole range of areas of pOlitical
interaction right now - between the United States and the Soviet Union ,
between the United States and Isreal, the United States and China, in
what's going on between Iran and Iraq . We should have a broad ranging
interest in world affairs. However - I'm particularly glad you asked that
question because it enables me to say something about what chancel~r
should do and what historians and departments should do . I've met with
every single department.. .and when a department would say something
like that - you know, 'Shouldn't we have a Soviet historian?' - Iwould say
uniformly to each department: Departments should determine what the
range of academic speCializations in that department should be. Do you
really wanUhe chancellor to decide whether or not you should have a

Q:

Edward Fiske is the New York Times education columnist. He
recently.wrote that the quest for big-name professors is similar to sports
teams seeking big name athletes. Is that an accurate analogy , and can a
state university compete against private institutions to bring in the best
and brightest academic scholars?

A:

eUITeDt Interview

Well, this institution has had some very sharp people and has some
very good people now. If you just take our Cur'ators' Professors, for
example: professors [Robert] Murray, Primm (retiring as of this
month ... ), professors [Eugene] Meehan [in political science] and Jane
Leventhal in the Physics Department are all nationally-known. Nelson
Posby was also here - a nationally-known person .So if the question is,
can we attract those people? The answer is, yes. We have done so in the
past. Do we have the resources to attract them in all areas? The answer is
Jimitted. If you want to attract world-class scientists, normally you're
talking about the person, the laboratory, equipment and lab assistants.
When I was at City University in New York, sometimes the price-tag
ranged between $200 ,000 and $500 ,000. That 's the cost of playing in that
league. Should we attract these people? It depends on the individual person. I think Professor Posby did a wonderful job of helping to build the
Political Science Department. Professor Meehan is doing a wonderful
job of helping to build the Political Science Department. That's also a
very strong department. Physics, history, chemistry are all very strong
departments. So that in addition to having the big names, the nationallyknown people, there are strengths also in the departments. The danger in
attracting a big name IS that you have only the name and then you have a .
weak department surrounding that name. That's not been the case at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis. And I think you have the kind of
academic vice chancellor and the kind of deans here who will look for
quality and depth.

° Do you see in the future your Partnerships for Progress program
creating endowed professorships, from say, McDonnell-Douglas ... ?

A:

In fact the Visions for the 21st Century is the Partnerships program
as it now has entered its third iteration through the campUS-Wide planning process, and. endowed professorships are part of that plan.

Q:

When do you see that coming to fruition?

A:

I'm working on it right now for them.

Qo Going back to this earlier question about competing with other
untversities, has there been any problem with attrition because we can't
offer a high enough salary?
.

A: We have some very good faculty members who bave left. Some have
left because, as they have said to me, it was time to leave. They had been
here most of there academic careers and they wanted the experience of
going someplace else. I think that some of them have left because we
haven't been able to offer them the kind of competitive salaries. I think
the salaries for faculty on this campus are too low, the salaries for staff '
on this campus are too low, the amounts of scholarship dollars availabe
to students are too low. We are trying very hard to remedy all of those
problems. We need an infusion of funds beyond what we can generate .
internally. We cannot reallocate our way to excellence. We must have
more outside funding from both private and public sources. We have
done that. We have had some success, and we will continue to try to
increase our budget, improve our budget so we can hold those faculty
members for whom remaining on this campus it is the best decision.
Sometimes in your career it's the best decision to move, to leave. You
need to leave to grow. For those people who can grow best by being here
or to attract first-rate people, we ought to be able to offer not just competitive salaries - we want to be able to offer the best salaries .
Q:

A recent report indicated that Americans are really poorly educated
geography. From the standpoint of higher education, UM-St. Louis
only offers, I think, one or two sections of geography . Is this an area that
can be improved or changed?

III

A: Geography would fall w~thin the ~ollege of Arts and Sciences. And
agam, that goes back to the fIrst question you asked me about the history
department. The College of Arts and Sciences has a policy committee
consisting of all the chairs that meet to decide those areas that they will
emphasize. That's a question that has to be decided by the faculty
through the chairs and policy committee in the College of Arts and Sci enSee CHANCELLOR, page 2
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IN THE CARDS

History Major Bruce Smith
left for China on Aug. 25 on an
exchange program between
universities in China and the
UM system.

Associate Sports Editor Tom
Kovach discusses the changing .world of the baseball card
bus mess.
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The last day to return books
to the book$tore Is September 14 .
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tie, We've tried to develop partnerships with other libraries and companies in the area, so we can use some of those technical period~cals.
We've worked very hard with the Library Consortium, and we're ~rymg ~o
work out other arrangements so we can get materials from the Columbia
library. We do hav.e the advantage of being part of this system. I hope to.
see more cooperation which will improve services to students ... '.A?d as
we complete this lib,rary addition,.. and then look at a second addl~lOn at
the same time that we continue to look to increasing the hbrary
budget....·

from page 1

ces. Curriculum is a faculty matter. I should say that as a South Asianist,
I was deeply hurt to find out that very few people knew where Bali was, or
what Bali was. Having said that, I do believe that the faculty do have to
decide where we're going to have our curriculum emphasis.

Q: In the School of Education, what can be done along the same lines for
teaching geography to better teach teachers how to better educate
primary and secondary students?

Q: Several new' graduate progr~ms .we're approved by the Board' of
Curators this year. Do you see new undergraduate and graduate programs developing here?

A:

We have just recruited a new dean in the School of Education. We
have recruited one of the best deans in the country, because that's an
area that I want to see strong leadership.l think we're going to see strong
leadership. I would be surprised if after Dean Robinson is here for a
while you don't see some very strong proposals coming from the School
of Education . Iwould wait to see what DeanRobinson has to say about the
entire picture because we've also heard that Americans lag behind other
countries in math and science, in overall knowledge of the humanities, of
world history . So there are a range of issues, and again, it's a mistake to
take them in an isolate fashion . You really have to look at the whole and
say: where are our priorities, how do we order them, and what do we do
about them? Dean Robinson is a man who is not someone to sit back and
analyze a problem, but he is an activist scholar, and I think he is going to
bring those characteristics to the school here. There will be an inaugural
conference in which Dean Robinson will make an inaugural address, and
we plan to invite all the deans of education from around the state. At that
point - which will probably be in ea~ly 19.89 - Dea~ Rob~nson w.ill have
an opportunity to talk about the ways m which the Umverslty of MisSOUrtSt. Louis can playa leadership role in teacher educatIOn .

A:

We have a list of programs that have already been requested by
faculty and approved by the vice chancellor for academic affairs. Again,
in the five-year plan, we have put those programs with all of the
approvals that have taken place from the faculty level and we hope to get
approval for the next stage from the Board of Curators and from the
Coordinating Board on Higher Education. So that will tell you, if you take
a look at that five-year plan, what our plans are for the future we hope to
get. ... We have a number of good programs that have been approved. I
think they're going to.be very appealing and of high quality, and I have
reason to believe that 'we won't work systematically to move forward
those other programs .... '

Q: What do you see, since we're in our 25th anniversary, as the biggest
challenge for UM-St. Louis for the next 25 years?
A: To develop amodel of what it means to be world-class urban research
university, which does not necessarily mean replicating traditional
models. I don't think it should be the goal of this campus to become an
urban version of the University of Missouri-Columbia. The question is:
What should 21st century urban research university of stature look like?
and then define the resources needed to make that happen, and then
to do it.

0:

Q: Minority enrollment here is about 12,9 perce~t, was las~ year.
That's pretty low considering the minority population m St. LOUiS.
A: Especially since most of the minority population is black, and black
enrollment is 9.2.percent.
Q:

What can and is being done to change this?

The Bridge Program. We are working as hard. as we c~ w~th t?e
Bridge Program, and that 9.2 percent represents an lllcrease m mmonty
enrollment. Minority enrollment has increased in the last c.o~ple of
years and the Bridge Program is having a real impact on recrultmg and
on this campus and will continue to do so.

A:

Q: In the spring of 1987 , there was the shanty incident, and as a result of
that a group of students and faculty and staff met to discuss ~he proble~s
of racial tension . And since then, I've never heard anythmg of what s
become of that task force .
A: Well , I was hoping that dialogue group would continu:. Apparently,
everyone went to Dr. [L. Sandy] MacLean, wh,o held the dialogue meeting, and said that they felt that they 'd ac~ompli~hed their purpose and
. that they wanted to dissolve the group. So it was dlssol.ved by the group . I
was very disappointed . I felt there was a lot more dialogue that could
usefully take place on the campus .
Q:

Do you see racial tension still being a problem here?

A:

I don 't think the shanty incident resulted from racial tensions . In
fact I think this institution is probably one of the best functioning , most
de~ocratic institutions in the region and mainly in the state. Where else
do you have people from all economic classes, from all parts of .the.,
region, from all religions , all racial groups? And w:e have a me~hamsm
for functioning together. I think that was an IDstance of Isolated

Marguerite Barnett
hooliganism . And I think that what the campus as a whole demonstrated
was that we would not allow that kind of action and activity on this campus; that we would protect freedom of speech for everyone. And I think
that's the case on this campus, that those people who have liberal views,
those people who have conservative views, those people who have a
range gf views have a right to speak out on this campus, and their right to
speak is protected. That was what was at stake. And I was tremendously
proud of the students, and faculty and staff, because everyone got out
there to demonstrate that we could come together to protect those
[rights] .

There's not a problem keeping the shelves stocked. We've got books
in storage that we have not been able to take out of storage because we
have not had adequate library space. Secondly, I think what happened
last semester was that everyone got the impression that we were going to
cut periodicals and so that became a runaway impression. What happened was that we gave the library $140,000 subsidy so that they would
not have to cut periodicals. Now the library is not as well-stocked as I
would like it to be, It is not where we want it to be. We have not solved the
problem of periodicals, especially foreign periodicals , which are so
expensive . Part of that problem is due to the fall of the American dollar,
though. My hope is that if the dollar stabilizes that will help us to at least
analyze the severity of the problem. Right uow it's difficult to get a grip
on the problem until we get a sense of where those prices are going to set-

The UM-St. Louis Community
would like to present ...

Beginning that proce~s .

in the very beginning, but as the years have passed, I think there was

A:

•

A:

A: I don't know the history of why the campus was not given dormato~ies

somewhat of a problem with the periodicals and I've heard all sorts of
complaints from students saying that in general the library is inadequate ... Does it make sense to expand the building if there's going to be a
problem keeping the shelves stocked ?

•

What do you see as the biggest goal this year.

Q: One of the perennial questions on this campus is: why don't we have
dormatories? Is there any chance that we'll ever get dorms and without
dorms how can this university create and retain student interest in
extra-curricular activities?

Q: The library is now expanding, a 50 percent expansion. Yet we have

•

Q:

•

always a concern on the part of the system as a whole that if the two urban
campuses had dormatories that they would compete with the two rurally
located campuses, and that the mission of the urban campuses was really
not to compete with the students statewide but to serve students in the
metropolitan areas .... I think it's a real challenge to involve students in
extracurricular activities without dormatories. When you have students
living on the campus it does bring a different quality of life to the student
activities . Our vice chancellor for stUdent affairs works very hard at trying to think of ways to do that... .I'm not sure that any urban university has
really solved that problem . It is a thorny problem, not easily solved . Most
of our students come for their classes and leave when their classes are
over. When I've spoken with evening students, they've talked about that
as a problem that they struggle with throught the Evening Student
Association. And that's a very strong, vibrant group of students and I
know many of them have mentioned that they've tried holding dances,
and they've tried holding receptions, and they've tried holding activities,
and that they have very poor attendance ....I don't know any other urban
institution without dormatories that has solved that problem.
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Departm.e nt
Of Communication And
University Players

Annou'n ce
Auditions For

... celebrating 25
at UM-St.

Yes, it's that time again ...
time to EXPOse your organization or campus service ..
it's time to show what you're all about.

FIRST NIGHT
Written by Jack Nealy
Directed by John Grasilli

AuditionsWill .Be Held

September 6th and 7th
2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. and
6:,00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
Benton Hall Theatre

ons Involved
t." l: ;I;"·: ;l[,tl!,t[;!f:jlm.:',::l·! .I@~H!I:iid . much, much more!

Room '1 05

LOOK -for it all in the Alumni Circle

10:00am - 2:00pm & 4:00pm - 6:00pm

For more information call:

Wednesday, September 14th
Sponsored by the UnIversIty Center/ StudenfAcHvlHes,
the Unlverstly Program Board.
.
Departments within the DIvIsIon of Student Attalrs

I !
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Smith Takes Off For Far East
by Paulette Amaro
associate features editor .

decide."
Although Smith was scheduled to
attend Zhengzhou last year: a conOn. August 25, a UM-St. Louis flict in the university's policy on
senior will be the second student to
housing children that would have
participate in this university's
required him to leave his daughter
international exchange program to
here caused them to postpone their
China.
trip . Now, however, Smith is
enthusiastic and looking forward to
Bruce W. Smith, a history major,
the trip.
will travel to the city of Zhengzhou
(pronounced "jungjoe") in Northern ,
"You have to pay your own way ·
over there , but once there', everyChina. Smith "will be studying
thing
else
is
free
Chinese . and doing research for his
masters thesis ."
'.
. (housing,schooling)."
Though this will be his first trip to
Smith will not be totally
the city of Zhengzhou, Smith is no
)lnprepared for . ' the language
strariger to China; he has traveled to
barrier. He studied Chinese for two
Hong Kong twice before.
semesters at Washington UniverWuhan University and the
sity, but will still be.aided by a tutor
National Taiwan Normal University
at Zhengzhou.
also involved in the exchange
" All their classes are taught in
Chinese," Smith said.
program.
Smith said one reason he chose
At this point, Smith is not sure
Zhengzhou University is because
what his course of study wil be, and
it's "right in the middle of the
~ays it's best to "have two or three'
ancient part of the city, (and) the
projects in mind ... submit (them) to
railroad makes it easy to g'e t around .
the university and let them

Smith also added, in a letter to
friends·, "Zhengzhou is a city of 11/2
million at the intersection of
China's
two
main railroads.
Although Zhengzhou was a capital of
the Shang dynasty about 1400 BC,
the city has been r'e built since."
Smith gained a strong interest in
Chinese culture while still in high
school. Soon , thereafter, an uncle
gave him some rare coins from
World War II , which sparked his interest in the coin business. After
marrying, and starting his own business , his wife 's uncle gave him a
coin collection consisting mostly of
Asian coins .
Though Smith has since sold his
business, his interests have not
died . Over the years he has collected volumes of articles and information on China, and with his vast
knowledge of the rl:!gion , he may
begin work on a book while studying
at Zhengzhou.

HIGH ROAD TO CHINA: History Major Bruce Smith is the second UM-St. Louis student in the university's
history to be going to China on an exchange program between universities there and the UM system.

Mixed Reviews: This Has Been A Great Summer For Movies

(John Heard) ruthlessly uses her to
get his man.
movie reviewer
A wife of a M!lfia stooge is tired of
reaping
the benefits of a life of lying,'
This has been one of the best sumcheating, stealing and-.. murdering
mers for quality adult film I can
and wants to start a poor but honest
remember. Hardly any of those silly
life on her own in the screwball Cos a
sex and slasher pictures. If I had any
Nostra c'o medy spoof by Jonathan
. gripes, it was that there were too
Demme "Married t9 the Mob. "
. many good films to get around to
When it comes to The Family,
seeing before they moved 'out for
once
a member - by marriage or
something else.
blood
always a member;
However, these are some that
especially
if
the
Don has the hots for
might hang around untiUhe fall.
you . So run as far as she can (to the
A box office boom since July,
down side of slum on New York's
"Midnight Run" is a very appealing
Rivington Street) after Tony "The
redefinition of the buddy film and
Tiger" Russo (Dean Stockwell) per.resurfacing of the old "road
sonally and permanently halts her
picture ."
husband's philandering, Angela
Gritty Oscar winner Robert
DeMarco (Michelle Pfeiffer) can't
DeN ira and adenoical fussbudget
shake the weasel-faced womanizer
Charles Grodin are "two men and a
who
has his own tail-wife Connie
pair of handcuffs" as Jack Walsh ,
hauling foot-dragging, nagging, (Mercedes Rudhl)-ajealous verago
with a personality like fingernails
fear-of-flying,
mOb-embezzling
dragged down a dry blackboard and
accountant Jonathan "The Duke"
a flair for the dramatic that makes
Mardukas from New York to L.A.
Lady Macbeth look like Little Bo
The two are one step ahead of the
FBI, a rival bounty hunter and twei- Peep when eft comes to ·settlingdomestic scores with her louse of
doofus hit men; and Walsh has his
hands full with his "easy job" a spouse.
mother hen who bugs him about
And who's the cute little plumber
everything from high cholesterol
who keeps bumping into Angela in
and cigarettes to visiting his ex-wife
the hall? Only your friendly FBI
and daughter as they pass through
agent Mike Downey (Matthew Modthe Windy City.
Director Martin Brest ("Beverly . ine) who makes a slip of the heart
when it comes to the innocence of
Hills Cop ") doesn't let graphic
this little bowl of minestrone. Only'
language, violent action and
after she 's poured out her heart to
aggressive
humor
eclipse
Mike and been threatened with tax.
personality.
evasion and trafficking in stolen
And DeNiro does have a way with
goods raps does Angela see her way
a one-liner.
to work for the Feds (whose only difference from the Mob is that they
Debra Winger lifts up the rock of
"work for the President of the U.S. ")
Middle America and exposes the
wriggling worms of racial bigotry · in fingering Tony on Miami's Gold
Coast. Terrific "Godfather" send-up
and hatred in director Constantin
reveals versatility of Pfeiffer and
Costa-Gravas' ("Z" 1969) new politiplayful charm of Modine. A movie
cal thriller "Betrayed."
.
you can't refuse.
Prepare for your heart in your
Francis Ford Coppola is back
throat, your stomach in knots, your
behind the camera to bring a closemind dazed by the portrayal of a
to-the-heart project to life about a
terrorist
hidden
cold-blooded
dreamer who dared to take on huge
behind wholesome family values in
big boys of the automobile industr1
the person of Gary Simmons (Tom
and failed . The story of Preston TucBerenger), a widowed Vietnam hero
ker and his ahead-of-its-time car
and father whose pot roast , white
would seem to be tailor made for a
cake-cooking mother (Betsy Blair)
wide and appreciative audience,
wistfully claims America "is not the
and Coppola spares no expense to
same county I grew up in" to underfaithfully and artfully reproduce the
cover Cathy Weaver (Winger), who
time, the man, the automobile; but
finds herself innocently falling for
he fails, too, because there 's no
the rugged wheat farmer, then havexcitement, no suspense and no
ing her rose colored glasses shatfully-drawn representation of the
tered when she learns he's a
"hero ." Most portraits of any greatmember of a white supremicist
ness must expose the weaknesses of
group.
the person , not just the strengths,
Costa-Gravas' searing portrait of
but this feel-good movie is relenthe ultra-right wing exposes
tlessly upbeat, glossy to the point of
everyone's guilt in our disnausea and just reeking of Madison
criminatory society while putting
Avenue hype. Jeff Bridges as Tuchuman faces on anger over farm
ker never stops smiling, his wife
foreclosures; on the pain of the senJoan Allen never stops smiling, his
seless loss of family members in
kids never stop smiling and even
Vietnam; over the fear that closely
when he knows he'll never see
held religious beliefs are in danger
another Tucker roll off the
of being stamped out and on the
assembly line, all he can say is, "50
beliefthat "inferior" minorities and
or 50 million, it's the idea that
"outsiders" control the country's
counts -and the dream." Too sappy
economy.
for me . Sorry FranciS, no matter
Winger may earn another Oscar
how pretty you dress a mule , it's still
nomination for her anguished pora mule . Better luck next time .
trayal of the naive agent whose boss

by Christopher A. Duggan

by Eileen Pacino

features editor
This has definitely been a summer for movies. Earlier, I was
occupying my time by . trying to
guess what the "Top Gun" or "Back
to the Future " of this summer
would be .
What I'm talking about is the one
movie that is enormously popular
and makes incredible amounts of
money .
As it turns out, there wasn 't one;
there were several.
I'm going to write about some
movies that have been playing for
the latter part of the summer. Some
are big money-makers , some are
just good and some are both.
Of the movies I'm going to cover,
th e one that has been around the longest is " Midnight Run ," a road film
about a bounty hunter and a fugitive
from both the law and the mob.
It has been described as "The
movie that capitalizes on the F~ord ," among other things, anti it is.
Most
of
the
characters'
vocabularies consist of mainly
words we don 't want the younger
members of our families to hear.
Still, that doesn 't take anything
away from the plot. Whether or not
the movies capitalizes on the profusity of harsh language , I could not
tell you .

TOP: John Ashton, Charles Grodin and Robert DeNiro traverse the
country in "Midnight run ." BOTTOM: Michelle Pfieffer and Matthew
Modine star in the comedy, "Married to the Mob:"

The plot involves a bounty hunter
(Robe rt DeNiro) who is sent out by a
bail bondsman to bring back a man
(Charles Grodin) who embezzled
$15 million from the mob and then
jumped bail.
What results , after DeNiro nabs
Grodin , is a hilarious cross-country
chase that inVolves the FBI the
mob , and another bounty hunte; who
wants DeNiro's money for himself.
I've often thought of Charles
Grodin as one of the most irritating
men m the entertainment business
judging solely from his appearence;
on the Tonight Show.
Imagine a trip across the country
with this man hand cuffed to you. I
laughed through the whole thing.
As a side-note , one does not normally think of DeNiro as being
funny , but he has some of the biggest
laughs in this movie .
Anot her box office s ma sh, as the
ads so originally call it , is " Die
Hard ," with Bruce Willis as a cop
who comes to Los Angeles to visit
his wife at the high-rise she works at
and ends up getting into a battle with
terrorists who want the contents of
the vault.
Although the previews make this
look like a Rambo film , it really is
not. It's of a little bit better quality,
and the hero is more human than
Rambo is.
Also, this movie is funny. How
could it be anything else with Willis
in the lead role.
The action doesn't stop in this one
for very long at anyone time, and for
that reason , keeps the audience
entertained. Another big difference
between this and Rambo is the plot.
In other words, there is one.

Although it gets a little corney in .
the end , the story is truly suspenseful , and more than a little
gripping.
A third big movie is Tom Cruise'S
latest masterpiece, "Cocktail." In
this one, he plays a bartender , "the
bartender," as he calls himself'.
Right after leaving the armed services , he comes to New York, where
his uncle lives , to make his fortune .
After finding out from several job
interviews that he doesn't have the
experience to hack it in the corporate world, he goes to school.
While he's there, he takes ajob as
a bartender to make ends meet and
begins to learn the ins and outs of
the trade from and old pro.
Soon he is flipping bottles all over
the bar, looking like a juggling act,
and climbing up the bartending ladder of success.
Before you know it, he is going to
Jamaica to tend bar there and make
a lot of money so he can open up his
dream bar , ·Cocktails and Dreams.
There he meets Elizabeth Shue , a
young artist whom he falls in love
with and then throws away because
of a bet over someone else .
This is one of those movies that
wouldn 't be bad if you took out all of
the terrible parts. Unfortunately,
they're there, and tough to ignore.
I agree with Harper Barnes' synopsis of the film , when he says, "It
supports the yuppie ethic that says
sometimes you have to wait a couple
of weeks for all your dreams to come
true."
My favorite movie of the group is
tough to call in the money area,
mainly because it hasn't been out
long enough to tell. I have no idea
how much money it will make , but I
can assure you , "Stealing Home " is
worth seeing.
Contrary to what the name might
imply, it is not a baseball film,.even
though that is one of the subjects
it covers .
Whenever a movie like "Bull
Durham " comes along, there are
usually a lot of imitators who try to
duplicate its success .
"Stealing Home" is about an exbaseball player (Mark Harmon) who
is called home at the beginning of
the film because of the death of his
best friend, Katie (Jodie Foster).
Most of the film consists of
flashbacks of the two when they
were children and young a,dults .
Harmon proves here that he can
actually act , something I don 't think
he has been given much opportunity
to do in some of the glitzy roles he
has been handed in the past.
Jodie Foster is great as the girl
who is always there just when he
needs her, even in death in a way.
"Stealing Home" is one of those
movies that elicits a wide range of
emotion from the viewers, from
laughter to sadness , not unlike
"Terms of Endearment. "
There were people breaking down
all arou nd me.
Well, that's my wrap-up of summer films. And remember , this is
just my opinion; you can take it or
leave it.

The CD Rock And Roll Library Is Essentially 'One Man's Opinion'
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer

The CD Rock and Roll
. Library:
30 Years of Rock and Roll on
Compact Disk
by Bill Shapiro
(Andrews and McMeel, $8.95, 188
pages)
Vinyl recordings are slowly but
surely becoming an endangered
species. Within the next five years
the vinyl record album, like the

vinyl 45-rpm. phonographic record,
will have become an artifact of
recent popular history.
In place of the black platter,
modern-day music will be de~ivered
to the public via video tape, cassettes, and the superio, compact
disks .

With the demise of vinyl comes an
onslaught of compact disks. The
new hook, "The C.D. Rock and Roll
Library," explains this new art form
in terms of both technology and in
musical stance.

The authur · is subjective in his'
ratings . He avoids certain types of '
music like the plague (ie: Heavy
Metal , Easy Listening, New Age
Music, etc ... ).
.
He ~hooses to rate some of the
best and some of the worst re
_
dings over the last thirty years , ~d
he specifically informs the reader
as to what works on the C.D. format
and what doesn 't.
This is not so much a critique of
the new technology, but instead a
diatribe against certain recording
companies for translatin·g their

music from vinyl to C.D. in a hasty
and unprofessional manner. He also
gives praise where praise is due ,
especially when a recording has
been met with expert digital pro cessing and cleaning pro~erties.
(Note: Some vmtage material has
never sounded better.)
Faring quite well in the ratmgs
game is virtually all of the vintage
Motown anthologies. The Tempatations, The Supremes , The Four
Tops, Martha and the Vandellas ,
Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye,
Gladys Knight and the Pipps , etc ...

To quote Shapiro, " .. .In a very real
sense, Motown, the most financially
successful black business venture
in American history, was a vindica- .
tion - the full realization of the
com~ercial potential of the black
mUSlC that had been co-opted and
exploited in white rock and roll."
These early recordings datinb
back to the early 1960's have fared
extremely well in C.D. form . The
music is vibrant and hot. The percussion is still as vital today as it
was over 20 years ago .

Other recordings that the author
gives high marks to include: The
entire BeaUes catalogue (with the
exception of "Live in Hamburg") ,
almost everything ever recorded by
Bob Dylan (excluding "Nashville
Skyline "), " Darks ide of the Moon"
by Pink Floyd , "Goodbye Yellowbrick Road " by Elton John, "Led
Zeppelin IV", "Tapestry" by Carole
King, virtually anything and everything by Van Morrison (with
especially high marks to the vintage
See KLAHS, page 4
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What I Did During The Summer
first time. I could gain those readers
I've always wanted, so this has to be
a real zinger.

Isn't that special?
On the upside, unlike many St.
Louisans, 1 do not feel that the world
is coming to an endbecause the Cardinals are not going to be
the
World Series. That is not so much
because 1 don't care.

there around this great and landlocked state of Missouri.
One of them was to Hermann, a
town with the least original name of .
any place in the world.
1 can imagine the thought that
.went into that.

in

DONT PANIC
by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor

Hi folks. That;s right, it's me, back
again for one last glorious semester
as
features
editor of this
wonderful paper.
For those of you who are new to
the campus or have just been living
in a hole for the last couple of years,
I will tell you what this column normally deals with.
Everything
we
write · for
newspapers these days has to be so
serious, so what I try to do is take a
look at the little details of life that
we sometimes overlook, except in a
humorous way.

Well, I'm sorry. 1 don't think this
is goingto be it. My brain has been in
neutral for several weeks, and I
think my gears are stuck.
It's more due" to the fact that I
I could tell you about the summer
believe everyone is human, even
I just experienced, went through,
those who are payed several million
endured, survived, just barely
dollars to do what they do .
survived.
For more on that" see future
You may have the idea that I had a
bad summer. I wouldn't go so far as . column.
What I've learned this ,summer
to call it bad. Horrible maybe.
above all is that even when things
Perhaps excrutiating, agonizing, a
are blackest...they can always get
living hellish torment, pain-filled
blacker.
and frustrating.
Just kidding.
Actually, all that happened was I,
after embarking on a new employWhat I mean to say is that the
ment venture, lost most of my
world is what you make of it, and
money; I didn't accomplish anything
there is usually a solution to even
that I had set out to do in April, Arts
the most pressing problems.
and Sciences informed me that 1
Just for example, to partially
wouldn't be graduating in January if relieve my money situation, I
I didn't take one more class this fall,
crawle<t back to ... 1 mean, wen(back
and I had my heart ripped out and
to myoid job on an extreme partstomped on by a member· of the
time basis.
opposite sex.
.
To relieve the boredom that perHowever, my bowling team did vaded most of the summer for me, I
win first place in a summer league.
went on several short trips here and

Well, I try to be humorous
anyway.
I also try to make a point some·
where in there as well.
This isn't long enough for a
column, so I should probably think
of something more to write .
The pressure is really on here.
This is my first column of the year.
Many people are reading me for the

"Well Herman, what should we
name it?"
Herman's face goes dark with
concentration.
Another such trip, the most recent
one, was to Hannibal, a town rich in
memorabilia,
the
historic
birthplace of Mark Twain.
However, the locals there have
tourist-bumpers on their cars.
Loeking back, I can see that this
summer has not .been a total loss,
and it has not been the worst experience in my life. It most certainly
could have been worse.
But, my God, I can't tell you how
much I'm looking forward to the
fall.

Library" is basically one man's
opinion.
Some of his criticisms are overlly
petty. A case in point is his analysis
of the solo work of Pete Townshend .
..... almost as if he'S learned how to
avoid enjoying himself."

Linda Ronstadt is attributed with
the quality of being "achingly pure,". while her contemporaries Neil
Young, Jackson Browne, and Joni
Mitchell are described as basically
boring.

Still the author provides the
reader with some valuable information concerning what is readily
available on this rapidly riSing form
known as the C.D.

He also gives failing marks to
,those he dislikes (ie: The Lovin'
. Spoonful, Jefferson Airplane, Otis
Redding, Ike and Tina Turner, The
Allman Brothers, David-Bowie, The
Grateful Dead, etc ... ).
Like another subjective value
judgement, "The C.D. Rock and Roll

A small volume, "The C.D. Rock
and Roll Library," is soon to grow
into a monster with many others on
its heels .
The compact disk is here to
stay!
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SELL SOMETHING EVER'!' AMERI~N NEEDS
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And then there's his outburst concerning the Eurythmics. " ... more
synthesized, programmed pop pap
by a group whose appearance
remains more interesting than its
sounds ... quickly
forgettable
pastiche."

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

Big Banquet Room for Private Parties
Foosball
Pinball
Bowling
Pool Table

As a C8fT1>US representattve
you'll be responsible lor placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and wondng on
mario;eting programs for cUents
such as American Expr868,
Boston University, Eurall, and
vanous movie companies,
among others. Part-time worll,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long alter graduation. If
you are sell-mottvated, hardworlllng, and a btt 01 an
entrepreneur, call or wrtte for
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE

DRAB - 50¢

CALl smROMIIOW!!

P.O. BOX 62m

(213) 75H4II1

LOS AlIIlElES, CA

Rill: Pizza & Pitcher - $5 ,50

SAT: Free Hot Dogs 8 - 11 p,m.

Live Rock Every

NETWORK

. Friday and Saturday
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 6064l!

1 (800) 221-5942 or
(312) 847-aeo

Normandy Bank

Trails West lounge
8911 Natural Bridge Rood

427-2762

CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATILE
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Earn College Credit
At Home fall '88
Modern Aspects of Biology
Introduction to Business
Administration
Microcomputer Literacy
Introduction to Economics
Earth SCience
American History I

HUM:114 Exploring the Arts

MGP.116

in the
University Center Lobby

Management Fundamentals

MIrn501 Introduction to Marketing
PSC:205· Constitutional Issues

PSY:200
PSY:203
SOC:101

\

NOW OPEN

through telecourses offered by St. louis Community College on KETC-TV, Channel 9
and the Higher Education Cable Channel (HEC).
Most courses begin the week of September 11, 1988. Earn three college credits for
each of the following:

DP:116
ECO:140
GEO:100
HST:101

:'Moondance"), "Sly and the Family
'S tone's Greatest Hits", the entire
Bruce Springsteen diskography
(except "Greetings from Ashbury
Park, New Jersey"). all of the Talking Heads material, some of the
Elvis Costello and the Attractions,
everything the Clash has ever recorded, "Boomtown" by David and
David, all of the Pretenders all of
'
R.E.M., and all of U2.
In a somewhat surprising turn of
events, the authur gives mediocre
remarks to some of the following
popular artists and recordings.

Welcome Back!

WORK FOR YOURSELF

B10:113
BUS:104

from page 3

General Psychology
Child Psychology
Introduction to Sociology

For enrollment informaUon and a descriptive brochure, call the Telecourse office,
Institute for Continuing Education, at (314) 644-9798.,
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R iverlllen Set To Kick Off S
Team Seeks 16th Bid
New Scorer Sought
by Steve Ward
sports editor

Sweet 16. Everyone looks forward
to their 16th birthday and even
though the men's soccer program
will be turning 21 -years-old, they
have 16 on the brain . If the men can
pull together and click off another
season vaguely representative of
last year's 17-4-1 record , the Rivermen can make their 16th bid to the
Division II NCAA Tournament.
Achieving that feat , however , is
much harder done than said. For
one . the team lost their leading
scorer, Mark Reiter (17 goals) , to
graduation and the MISL. But the
more things change , as the cliche
goes, the more things stay the
sam e .
"Th e last three years we have lost
our leading score r," reports Head
Coach Don Dall as . "We lost (Ted)
Hantak, (Terry) Brown and now
Reiter. We have been lucky in that
someone else has stepped in and
carrie d the load for us. We are hop ing that that will happen again this
year. "
Statistically, senior Boyd Buchek
looks to be the man to rise up. As a
forward and consistent starter for
the Rivermen last year, Bu chek netted 11 goals and 3 assi s ts . No otlier
returner enjoyed as much scoring
success .

"The last three years we
lost
our
leading
scorer."

-Don
Dallas,
Head Coach

Buchek also seems to be in ' line
for some fine , new help on the front
line this year: Warren Dey scored 11
goals for Florissant Valley last
year; Mike Dempster sat out last
season, but in 1986 he led the Quincy
College Hawks in goals with 10;
freshman Bob Ferguson scored 17
goals for DeSmet High School. Exactly who will be starting with

Buchek on the front line won't be
known until the Rivermen take the
field in the hom e opener tom orrow
night against Harris-Stowe. The
decision for Coach Dallas to make
will be whether he wants to go with
two or three forwards . The team
went with only two forwards for the
first time las t year and finished with
a number three ranking in the
nation.
A big part of that number three
ranking , of course, ' was defense.
Once again, the Rivermen are
strong . Anchoring the backfield will
be senior Scott Wibbenmeyer. Last
season Wibbenmeyer scored eight
goals and earned himself a spot on
the 2nd team All-America.
Behind Wibbenmeyer will be
senior goalie Jeff Robben who ,
while earning 1st team All-Region
recognition, made a near perfect
shield , earning a 0.64 goals against
average and chalking up 10
shutouts .
In order for the men to earn their
sweet 16th bid, they will first have to
win the four -team MIAA conference . UM-St. Louis won the MIAA
last season with a 5-1-0 record ; they
have won the conference five of the
last six years. The biggest
challenger to UM-St. Louis ' crown
will be Northeast Missouri State.
Southeast Missouri State and UMRolla don 't appear to be very strong
due to personnel changes . The
NMSU Bulldogs , on the other hand ,
live to beat the Rivermen and did so
for the first time when the two
te ams met early last sea son, 1-0. At
the time the Ri~ermen were ranked
number one in the country . NMSU
finish ed the year ranked 16 in the
country and' number two in the
MlAA
In cidentall y, if the Rivermen
receive their 16th bid . they will have
a chanc e to do something they
haven 't done in nearly 16 years and
that 's win the Division II Nation al
Titl e .
The first step to a tournam ent bid
will be taken tomorrow night when
Harris-Stowe visits UM-St. Louis
Soccer Stadium at 7:30 p.m. HarrisStowe is going through a coaching
change and doesn't figure to be
overp owering .
The second step will be taken Sunday,
Sept . 4, against
local
powerhouse St. Louis University
(12.-7-4 last season) . The match will
be played at home and starts at 7 :30
p.m . At stake is the St. Louis Cup
which UM-St. Louis has not won in
years . Last season the Rivermen
lost to the Billikens 2-1 in a year
which saw SLU earn a Division I
National Tournament bid .

Ready, Set: The new addition of the women's soccer team practices' for the Sept. 7 opener against Quincy College.

YoutlifUl Women After Final Four Chance
by Steve Ward
sports editor

Summer in Sl. Louis is to heat as
youth is to experience. At least
women 's soccer coach Ken Hudson
hopes to find that analogy t rue.
"This is easily th e youngest recruited te am we've had s ince the first
year of the program ," says Hudson.
"Yet , thi s is an exp erienced bunch
. of kids becaus e they have played a
lot of year-round amateur soccer."
In all , Hudson greeted 13
freshmen when camp started Aug.
19. And with only seven returning
lettermen , it looks like quit e a few
freshm an will have starting jobs .
We have the possibility of two or
three freshm en in the backfield and
one or tw o in midfield , says Hudson.
"Potentially , every freshman we
have on the team could be a starter. '
They've got the ability ."
One of the people with that ability
is freshman Linda Allen , a St. Louis
Post-Disp atc h All-Suburban South
goalie from Oakville. ''I'm nervous," says Allen . "The girls are
bigger and rougher (than in high
school) and I'm not the biggest person in the world . But as soon as I get
my first r eal ga me, I'll feel
better. "
This is not the first time the
wOl11en have had to work with a

freshman goalie. Last season Amy
list. If she is not All-American this
Wibbenmeyer guarded the nets as a
year she either got hurt , played terrfreshman. The team finished with a
ible - and I don't expect that - or
12-8-1 record , but they also gave up
somebody rigged the voting,"
a school record 42 goals . When
laughs Hudson .
asked if she felt any pressure to
But don't look for Gabbert to score
improve on that record , Allen resevery goal for the Riverwomen.
ponded that it will be a team effort to
Publicized talent usually draws a
cut down on the goals against and
swarm of defenders , But that wiil
that she would "take personal realso leave other people open . "I
sponsibility to give 180 percent and ' don't mind drawing people," says
make sure that'tll e 'lim ,doesn 't get
Gabbert. "I can shield off and find
into the net. "
. ' he open player." .
Coach Hudson also feels confiAllen, Lammert, Gabbert and
dent that this year's record will be
their teammates will be tuning up
improved. "We won' t lose eight
for their season Friday at home at 6
games this year," said Hudson .
p.m. in the annual Alumni Game .
There are two reasons Hudson
Even though the match does not
speaks with such confidence. The
count on the season record, most of
first reason is in the person of Sue
the players , especially the alumni,
Lammert. Lammert started all 20
take the game very seriously. "The
matches at sweeper back as a freshfirst thing they said at the end oflast
man in 1986, but sat out last year
season was 'See you at the Alumni
wjth a knee injury. Lammert is a
Game .' Most of those women have
dominating player who, if she
been playing all year round, too,"
remains healthy, may lead the team
says Hudson.
to 1986 form when they allowed only
The official season starts Sept. 7
16 goals .
when the Quincy College Hawks
missed being named to the All come down the river. And even
America team. "They picked 33 peothough ' the schedule is still gOing
ple. She was probably 34 or 35 on the
through some minor changes, it
The second reason is team leader
'should pan out to be as tough as last
Stephanie Gabbert. Gabbert played
year's. A tough schedule and a lot of
wins can help a team get a bid for the
sweeper back last season and just

Money: It's In Tb~~ ards
by Tom Kovach
associate sports editor
This is a story about two teenagers adm iring baseball cards in
the fifties .
Alan: "Hey Bob . Guess what? 1
just got a Mickey Mantle rookie
card from the Five-and-Dime
store and , wow, look at that
swing."
Bob: " Gee Alan , 1 just found a
Babe Ruth card. Golly, these
cards are sure neat. "
Now the year is 1988 , and we
still see two young teenagers
looking at baseball cards.
Dave: "Yo, Jim. My dad just
Boy B sees that his thick book
found this rookie card of Mickey
has Boggs for $25 and Mattingly
Mantle. This card, dude , must be
. for $30 . No way. He sticks with
worth milli ons ."
Mattingly.
Jim: ''I'll trade you a Bench
And speaking of Boggs and
'rookie and a Rose rookie for
Mattingly, do you notice that
that. "
baseball card players are only
Dave: "Wait. Let me get the
called by their last name when it
price guide . (Skimming through
comes to trading?
his book.) Dude , $6500 for ManRemember
that
dialogue
tle. Let's see .. . Bench rookie is .. .
about the two young boys who
and Rose ... No way. You're trying
live in the '80s and trade cards for
to rip me off. "
money ? Mantle for Bench and
Remember those days when
Rose ? It sounds to me like they
baseball
cards
were ...just
are trading home furnishings .
baseball cards . Remember when
In any case , kids today are
monetary value didn 't mean a - realizing that they might be more
thing? Remember trading a Micwell-off then some of their
key Mantle for a Joe Dimaggio?
parents . Imagine if dad, who
Today , baseball card collectworks for a large investment
ing has become more like playing
firm Hnds out that his 10-yearthe stock market. If boy A wants
old makes more than he does .
to trade a (Wade) Boggs for a
Talk about the humiliation.
(Don) Mattingly, boy B will consult his handy-dandy price guide .
Dad thinks that insider trading
(Of course the guide must becuris the only way to make money
rent. Any guide two months outand rip people off. Shoot, his son
of-date is unacceptable.) .
makes
deals
with
other

neighborhood kids, telling them
that a (Wilbur) Wood is worth
more thana r ookie Brett. (Opps , I
meant George Brett). The boy
convinces the now scammed
neighborhood kids that an older
card is worth more than' a rookie
card. Actually, the 10 year-old
has done two things: (1) A 1975
George Brett card is really more
than a 1974 Wo od card and most
importantly , he makes $50 .00 in
less than ten seconds.
Throughout this scenairo , kids
ha ve been the prime focus, of
trading baseball cards, but now
more adults and females are getting back into the hobby , accord- •
ing to Dan Albaugh, the Price
Guide Editor for "Sports Collectors Digest. "
"There is more interest for
girls becaus e they are playing
more sports," said Albaugh .
The history of baseball cards
dates back to 1887 when Goodwin
and Co . ,makers of Tobacco and

Cigarettes , didn't just produce
baseball cards-they made cards
of actors and various other personalties. Other tobacco card
makers followed suit-until 1951.
That was the year that Topps
issued its' first set of cards
Until the late 1970s baseball
card collecting was just a hobby
for most people. But around the
year 1979, the craze of baseball
card collecting began . Besides
setting off a demand for buyers,
it set off a market · for
publications
to
produce
magazines about the hobby. One
of the leading magazines now
,SPORTS
COLLECTORS
DIGEST,
was
actually
established to bring collectors
together. About eight years later,
/ a company , based in lola Wiscon. sin, realized a demand for prices
and bought ' it out. Albaugh
explains the circumstances leading up to the buyout:"We call it
the bible. It's a weekly publication known as SPORTS COLLECTORS DIGEST. It was started by
a man in 1973. The idea was to try
to get collectors together. It
started out with 100 subscribers
and it went to 6,000. We
purchased SPORTS ' COLLECTORS DIGEST in 1981. We have
about 50,000 subscribers . And
now it is on national newstands,
next to TIME, FIELD AND
STREAM, and PLAYBOY."
As for the future for baseball
card collecting, Albaugh forsees
a stable one. "I think somewhere
down the road, i see a plateau.
But I don't think there will be a
crash."

coveted national tournament. "We
need to beat all of the Division II
teams to make it," says Gabbert.
S1ipping by a Division I school
would also be helpful.
The Riverwomen are hampered
on two fronts as far as making the
national tournament this year.
Barry University (Fla.) is in the
same region as UM-St . Louis an d
qualified for the NCAA Tournament
in .1981. They ~El- expected to contend this year, too. It will take an
extremely strong record to beat out
Barry and win the region-and the
region must be won to receive a'
bid.
The second trouble spot is
because of a change in the NCAA. In
past years both Division I and Division II schools competed against
each other in the National Tournament. This year the Division II
schools will have their own
tournament-which is good. But
only four teams, one from each
region, will be accepted-and that's
not as good , Coach Hudson,
however, ' remains high on his
team,
"I think it's great. It will be difficult to make the .tournament with
only four teams, but I think we have
the people to do it."

Women Look To
Canada To Approach
.
49·9 Record
.

by Michael McMurran
reporter
Last
year's
UM-St.
Louis
Women's Volleyball team set a
school record for victories with 49.
Last season, the Riverwomen
established themselves as a
legitimate conference power with a
record of 49-9 and six tournament
titles. , .
This year, however, Head Coach
Denise Silvester admits that her
club will not win 49 matches . But for
a good reason . "There is noway we'll
win that many matches this year ,"
says Silvester. "We've put together
a tough enough schedule that if
we're successful, then we Should be
considered for an NCAA bid. What
we do on the floor will be the key."
On the floor, the team will be
without three all-conference performers from last season. Gone are
Sharon Morlock, first team AllRegion; Chris DeHass, second team
All-MIAA; and JUlie Munich, honorable mention, All-MIAA. What has
Coach Silvester done to replace the
loss of three All-Conference
players? The answer: Ste.phanies,
Stephanie Jenson , from Aurora,
Illinois, and Stephanie Hahn, a
native of Nelson, British Columbia,
both will be counted on to make big ·
contributions in their freshman
seasQD. "Both of. them are impact
players," says Silvester . "Jenson is
,il solid, ali-around player, She is .
very disciplined. 1 think both of

these girls will be in our starting
six."
Hahn has a great deal of amateur
experience to her credit. She has
played on the British Columbia provincial team the past four years and
led the team to a silver medal at the
. national
champi?nships
last
summer.
JenSon was a urianimous allconference pick her senior year at ~
West Aurora High School. She led
her high school team to the sectional championships her senior
year.
The Rlverwomen
return nine
players frorri 'last year's recordsetting squad, including three starters . Sophomore CarJa Addoh, a
second team all-conference selection last season, sophomore Geri
Wilson, honarable: mention allconference, and junior Karen
Daehn, honorable mention all- conference , will be joined by
seniors Jaquetta Bonney, Jean
Daehn, Maureen Herd1er, juniors
Julie Boedefelf, Renee Reimer, and
sophomore WendyPoropat. Fresh- .
man Cynthia Hall from Loami,
llIinois, will round out the 1988
Riverwomen Volleyball squad.
Six NCAA Division 11 Tournament
participants from a year ago, plus a
Division 1lI quarterfimilist will
challenge the Riverwomen during
the first half of the season. "I think
that .our first two years we've been
successful, so now the top- level
teams will play us," says Silvester.
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1:Funding Rift Should End

Jackscn h PrtRdnt
Wouldfuild Up TImt

·

"We cannot reallocate our way to excellence," Chancellor h1arguerite
• . Barnett said in a recent interview. "We must have more outside funding
.. from both private and public sources."
•
"We want to form what we call an Urban Coalition withUMKC to bring a
'•. bigger share of the money to our campuses," said Jerry Berhorst, President
: of the Student Government.
'
'
.
~
State Representative Laurie Donovan called UM:St . f.ouiS the "poor stepsister" of the University System at a recent coffee series at the home of one
of our professors.
Strong words, th'ose, from people who care about the quality of education
• this campus provides , but who also know about the disparity of funds be• . tween the four campuses of the University of Missouri.
· The Columbia campus, the largest and oldest of the four campuses, consistently receives larger portions of the university's general budget than
: the other campuses . .With_a student body about twice the size of UM·St.
Louis ', the Columbia library has five times as many periodicals as this campus, for example. UM-St. Louis' Thomas Jefferson Library is coping with
'.. ways to keep periodicals from being reduced .
. .
•
Most commentators on the budget disparity say that state legislators and
.: even members of the Board of Curators play favorites with the Columbia
" campus . Not that UMC is not a fine university or anything, but what
gives?
UM-St. Louis, as well as UMKC, the two urban campuses, are viewed as ;
:: competitors against the rural campuses of Rolla and Columbia. Our campus
" doesn't have dormatories, the wisdom goes, because Rolla and Columbia
" . don't want us to "steal" students away from them.
The number of programs offered at UM-St. Louis is far.fewer than that of
, the Columbia campus. Part of that is due to the relative youth of UM-St.
• Louis, now entering into its 25th year. But if allocations are not made to
allow this campus to expand, then the number of course offerings are going
.
to remain limited .
Chancellor Barnett is committed to building a better university. She says
• faculty desel've higher salaries. She's proved that she can effectively raise
• money from private sources, as is demonstrated by her Partnerships for
: Progress program's success in raising money for a library expansion, a new
• science center and, most recently, a math and computing center .
Yet, without the full support of the Board of Curators and the state
General Assembly, the UM-St. Louis campus will remain the "step-Sister"
campus . That situation must change.
1 .

'GolfTips
by John Kilgore
special projects editor

1

ANew Beginning

Tmmng
. . 30~ Or LoOking
Death In The Face

Summer, as if by design, seemed to flow into autumn just a day or two
before the semester began. While another heat wave is bound to return
before the long descent into winter, the timely reprieve from 100 degree
< temperatures is a welcome sign for all returning students, faculty and
• staff.
: A stroll across campus during the first few days of classes is a delightful
adventure in the vitality of life. Youth, sporting healthy tans and an sum: mery attire: mill about the common grounds renewing old acquaintances
• and establishing new ones . The walkways between buildings throng with
by Jamie Dodson
• students, bookbags slung across their shoulders as they venture into the
news editor
; unknown of new courses, and for many , a new environment altogether• the university.
My birthday was August 12. That's
: . The nervous freshman approaches an upperclassman to ask what the
not unusual. It happens every year ,
• str ange code on his class schedule means. HBH," the freshman is informed,
whether I like it or not.
: is cryptography for Renton Hall ; one of the three sciences buildings . With a
But this time it was alitUe dif• t-ew words to direct the newcomer to the appropriate building, the student is
ferent. This time , . I hit the Big
: ·on his way into the brightly-colcrred confuslon of the awakening campus.
Bumper to bumper traffic crowdstlle perennially inadequate parking · Three-O , You know , 30 years old .
Turning 30 is an important miles, lots. The frustrated drivers seem to drive for hours just to find parking
tone in one's life. Like turning 16,
· spaces, only to discover that they've parked in a restricted area and are
when you can apply for your driver's
· greeted with pink traffic tickets on their return from classes .
license to kill. Or turning 21, when
· Parking on the grass, normally restricted, is now being officiated by camyou don't have to hide the booze any : pus police officers, while tjle gr'!ss that the groundkeepers have struggled
more . And when you turn 25 , your
to keep alive tbroughout the summer drought is beaten into the soil.
car insurance rates go down , so you
Across campus, crowds seem to be unavoidable. In the bookstore ,
can afford to use the license you got
students swell the narrow corridors in the back where textbooks are
when you were 16 .
shelved. Lines at the cashier's counters snake their way through more
Each of these milestones is enabl·
crowds selecting notebooks and datebooks and pencils ' and pens .
ing. You are in some way better off
More crowds in The 'Underground, where students and faculty conthan you were before .
gregate, socialize and eat their lunches.
Then comes 30.
For the late-starting student, Woods Hall and the offices of Financial Aid
Suddenly , I am forced to confront
· and Student Loanil are spots to find yet more thronging masses of students
the fact that I am no longer young,
rushing to get those financial aid dollars to make their educations possible.
that my youth has quietly slipped
And lines at registration, lines at the cashier's windows .
away into the past, gone fore ver .
Where do they all go when the semester is underway? To the libraries, to
the study rooms and lounges, to classes - . and then home to more studying, . Instead of a door opening in front of
. me, I hear a heavy one slam shut
to jobs" to families .
behind. Once, all things seemed
Welcome to a new semester.at UM-St. Louis .
possible. Now, I can hear the clock
ticking louder and shudder to think
that I have but 40 years to live.
You can't ignore it, no matter how
hard you try . Relatives no longer ask
you what you want to do with your
life, Now they just whisper about
you
to each other and shake their
All
materials
contained
within
this
issue
Blue MetalOffice Building
heads. The only re ason people ask
are the property of the Current and can
8001 Natural Bridge Road
not be reproduced or reprinted without ·
you over on Saturday night is to
St. Louis, Mo. 63121
the expressed written consent of the
baby-sit for them while they're out
Phone: (314)553-5174
Current and its staff.
carousing with their married
friends .
The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. AdvertiSing rates are avail·
Even your body lets you know that
able upon request by contacting the Current Business Office at (314) 5535175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon
age is taking its toll. Jogging hurts
Monday prior to the date of publication.
more than it used to. The waistline
creeps steadily outward. And you
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official
fall asleep watching the 10 o'clock
~u5lication of the University of Missouri. The university is not responsible for
.he Current's contents and policies.
news.
Thirty should be a time of reflecEditorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion olthe editorial staff. Articles
of gaining new insights and diftion,
labeled "commentary" or "column" are the opinion of the individual writer.
ferent perspectives upon the
Copyright by the Current, 1988
greater issues of life . Such as, What
is the meaning of life? Why am I
here? And , Why do socks always disPaul Thompson
TinaWong .
appear in the laundry?
editor
Business Manager
Well, don't ask me. I don't know.
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The Current welcomes letters to . will be published, but the .a uthor 's
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But having lived lor over three
de cades and having a degree from
the Schoal of Hard Knocks, I do feel
qualified to share a few thoughts, for
what they are worth.
First, recall that Epicurus said
that "One should not be concerned
with death, for death has nothing to
do with the living. and the dead do
not exist. " He was only partially
right. Death has everything to do
with the living , as it is indeed the
most fundament-al issue of life.
Let's face it. You will die. Maybe
not today. Or tomorrow. But you will
die. Some people have little difficulty with the id ea of dying. For
others , it can be a gnawing, par alyz·
ing terror which cripples their
ability to fu lly Uve the life t hey still
have left.
Many strategi es have been
devised to de al with our natural
apprehension
towards
death.
Among these are :
laughing about it.
embracing it.
denying it.
rationalizing .
religion.
drugs .
having children.
suicide .
acceptan ce.
However you do it, sooner or later
you will have to come to terms with
the realization of your death . Until
th en you will never be truly alive.
Second , take time to stop and
smell the flowers . It is much too
easy to run yourself into the ground
trying not to fall behind in the 20thcentury rat race. With planes to
pay , there never
catch and bills
seems to be enough time for things
which really matter. Like teaching
your dog new tricks or throwing a
Frisbee'" in the park.
Take the time you need . All of it.
Unless you really want ulcers . Or a
heart attack.
Finally, fight for freedom. Your
freedom . As hard as you have to.
Because it's your life. You don't
belong to her or him or them or it.
You belong to you . Don 't let anyone
tell you what to do or not to do . Question authority. Think for yourself.
Freedom is the most importan't
thing of alL Use it, don 't los e it.
Declare your independence!

to

Let me tell you why I'm sorry that
Jesse Jackson will ' not be elected
president or vice-preSident this
year. Not that' I can make much
sense out his (or anyone else's)
foreign policy. Or the fact that I
think his (or anyone else's) domestic policy will be, in and of itself,
efficent and effective. No , the
reason I support Jesse Jackson is
the same reason that others have
supported
Ronald
Reagan:
symbolism.
This is a country, a world really,
that responds to icons. Think of it :
George Washington
(honesty),
Abraham Lincoln (wisdom), Franklin Roosevelt (compassion .) These
are the men we .look to with pride .
These are the men we teach our
children about. These men have
come to symbolize this country and
.
what's good about it.
Jesse Jackson isn't a hero to
everyone . Some people fear him ,
just as some people feared Ronald
"blow Vietnam back to the stone
age " Reagan . But we lived through
Reagan and , likewise , we can live
through Jackson . Our country is
bigger and stronger than both these
men. The checks and _balances
within the system effectively pre·
vent either the "radical left" or the
"radical right " from sinking the
ship of state .
Amer ica , "land of the free , home
of the brave ," is a good and positive
for ce in the world only in direct proportion to its people 's commitment
to the idealism upon which it was

founded . Today, "in order to form a
more perfect union," Americans
must continue to "dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another. " That is , we
must not be afraid to step into the
future . We have nothing to lose but
our chains and our ·icar.
Jesse Jackson is a hero to many
people. He gives hope to the hopeless . He represents something real,
something of value to people. He has
the ability to :inspire . Let's move in
the direction he inspires us.
What I am afraid of, what I fear, is
not the Russians, is not the Sandinistas , is not the Ayatollah, but
ourselves.
Our streets are filled with crime.
Last year , blacks accounted for 47%
of the arrests for violent crime.
Almost 38% of the murders in this
country last year were committed
by black men . Why are all th ese
young black men committing
crime? It 's because they have no
hope , no values . '
Will a black man sitting in the oval
office put an end to this crime? Certainly not. But a black man, like
Jesse Jackson, when we can learn to
trust him, can do a great deal to
instill hope and values into poor
young black men everywhere.
Ifwe can learn to trust Jesse Jackson, I believe that others can learn
to trust us. Young black men may
become a little more insp.ired,
Inspired in small ways . To pick up a
book instead of a gun . To face their
problems in a country where anything is possible instead of turning
to drugs in a country where the
future, for them , is limited .
The American dream today , still ,
is white . It will always be white until
there is a black man in the White
House.

Who Are 'They~ Anyway?
Just who is "they" anyway? Is it
some secret organization of
bureaucrats that are out to send us
on paper chases and ruin our system
from within? Should that organization be capitalized when written?

Big Deal
by Kevin Kleine

managing editor
Everything seemed normal while
I was driving to campus for the first

day of class. Normal for a mass
migration anyway .
When I topped the hill on Mark
Twain drive I ran into a sea of cars . I
thought I heard the faint sound of
mo oing over the engine noise as we
waited in line like cattle.
The eternal wisdom of the UM-St.
Louis administration has struck
again . Sometimes I wonder if someone sits in Woods Hall and dreams
up ways to improve revenue. They
probably came up with the idea to
sell more parking stickers; however
they failed to take into consideration the number of spaces . It must
have taken a financial wizard to
figure out that they can weasel all
kinds of money out of the that bottomless barrel of cash: the students.
The campus police said there were
about 300 illegally parked cars at
9:30 am. They always said get here
early .

When people find themselves in
the wrong class the typical response
is "They told me I could take this
cl~ss. " See what I mean? Maybe this
parking mess is not some administrator's fault . It could be the work
of They .
In fact, the government should
investigate They. Oliver North
didn 't send arms to Iran, They did it.
It was probably They that dug up
Senator Dan Quayle's past in the
National Guard . I really don't care if
the man was a weasel when he was
22 years old or not. People change ;
for better or worse .
The Democrats act like Quayle
committed a mortal sin or something. We all know that all Democrats are honest and would never do
anything wrong, right Mr. Kennedy
and Mr . Wright? Everyone is making
a big deal out of nothing with
Quayle's service record. What the
press needs to start focusing on is
the voting records and issue stands
of all the candidates instead of
nitpicking.
That's enough of my bitching for
this week. For those of you who are
reading my column for the first
time, what I try to do is make sense
out of craziness and relate them to
campus issues . So remember,
whenever something seems weird
on campus it could be the work of
They

LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETl
A Little Oldff, Alittle Wl8ff, But EagffTo Grow
To the editor:
I barely graduated from high
school in 1976. Instead of concerns
toward academic performance, I
was looking forward to weekend
partying. My statement through
high school was one of escape or to
bamboozle authority figures and to
just live for the night time.
Recently, I took my SCAT for
admission to UM-St.Louis and
thoughts of my past flashed through
my mind as J observed young adults
c6me five and ten minutes late for
their test. As I observed pretty
feminine legs reminiscent of
earlier days (not that I don't
appreciate them now, but on a dif-

ferent level) Iwas aware of a shift in
my priorities .
On subtle levels there is no
change. On other levels, a world of
difference . I now often enjoy novice
books on astronomy or physics. I
have a passion to understand how
the world around me works and
doesn't work . Without a solid foundation, understanding comes more
difficult.
Within the intervening time, I
have had 12 years of terrific experiences ; from travelling across the
country selling cOQkware to cruisil1£ the Caribbean and skin diving.
And from sky diving to closing
several' million ~dol1ars worth of

transactions in the real estate
brokerage business . There were
also times I had to leave a city for I
didn't have enough money to pay the
electric bilL
The last four years I've been a
REALTOR associate and have found
the business world competitive and
often combative. I've made a very
personal decision, giving up what I
think are society's expectations of a
success and my own propensity for
financial independence by moving
from expectations to what I really
want: learning and expanding
myself.
I now have a foundation of the
business world, spirituality and ex-

periences that many people won't
get in 80 years. But one can take only
one 's own inventory. I'm looking at
my climb towards a degree in Biology not just as a next step or an
adventure but as a natural event to
get me more of what I want. That
goal should also serve others
later.
.
I graduated in the bottom 10 percent of my high school class (at
Parkway Central) and I'm sure there
are a lot more students witb
superior Algebra skills and writing
techniques than I but how many Can
say, just out of high school, this is
what they want most in their lives?

Steve Weber
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The Current needs to fill several staff

CIASSIFIEDS

positions
Call Paul ()r Kevin at

Help Wanted

MIS Department. Part. Time position earn
$5.25-$5.75/Hr., day shift
IBM data entry and IBM
computer operations. Will
train, must type at least 40
WPM. 10 minute drive
from campus. Potential to
do analysis, programming,
micro aplications. Flexible
Janet
schedule.
Call
Hampe. 381-1504.

SPECIAL
EDUCATION,
AND
PSYCHOLOGY,
HUMAN
SERVICES
We
need
MAJORS:
energetic
motivated
individuals to work a
weekend camping progrm
in SI. Louis: 1-2 years ex·
;:>erience with persons
with MR/8D and some
camping experience helpfuL If interested, call Scott

-553-5174 .

GOVERNMENT
JOBS.
$1 6,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Your Area.
(1)805-687-6000 Ext. R2166 for current Federal
list.
PART TIME POSITIONS
Start Immediately. Computer Lab Assistants. Prefer
experience
with
18M-PCand/orMacintosh.
Hours available - MondayFriday, morning, afternoon
&
evenin .
Thr e

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN

•

We are pleased to announce the following
1987-88 graduates of University of Missouri5t. Louis have recently become associated
with our firm:
!

Wednesday, September 7

Terese

E. Barrett

Audit

&:

Robin

'

R. Beinke

Audit

Thursday, September 8

Douglas C. Crecelius

Consulting
JoAnn Froehlich
Paula J. Grogg

Audit
Margaret Hines

Audit

lO:OOam. - 2:00pm

For Rent
Flat $275/mo. Beautiful,
very clean 2-bedroom, living, dining, kitchen, bath.
_Newly
re-finished .
hardwood floors, fresh
paint, new wallpaper, ceil·
ing
fan.
Quiet
neig hborhood, conven ient
south city location. Fenced in back yard. Pets ok
3522 Minnesota. Call Eric
at (312) 540-5881 {)r
Janet at 381-1504 ext.
271.
One bedroom, living room,
kitchen & bath. Ice box,
stove & utilities included in
rent: 8704 Natural Bridge.
No pets or children
allowed. $300 monthly.
428-7225 or 423-5729
before 9 am. Tim

Audit

University Center Lobby

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDEDlI The Mental
Health Association is
Interviewing
volunteers
for it's COMPEER program - a unique program
that matches community
volunteers with mental.
health patients in a one-to'one
friendship
relationship. Ideal for
individuals considering a
career in human services.
Contact Pat at 773-1399
from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. '

&ID

'."111 U1I

locations: UM-St. Louis,
Frontenac, Des Peres. To
apply: Pick up an application from the Receptionist,
201 J.C. Penney, ContinuIng Education. Return the
completed application to:
Vicky Snyder 207 J.C.
Penney

Karen M. Hoeferlin

Audit

Miscellaneous

Margo L. Nord

Tax

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. GH2166 for current repo lis!,

Angela S. Rooney

Tax
William D. Slaughter, Jr.

Audit

We will be conducting campus Interviews
during October.
We are an equal employment opportunity employer.

To the elder not so
Spanish sister: Don't let
the paper steal your time
and !;lrades. We can handle it with a little difficulty
without you. Looking forward to James Taylor.
Cyrano.
Jeanne Beanne Keanne
Leanne Meanne Neanne
Deanne Peanne Queanne
Teanne Veanne Weanne
Zeanne: Hi! Can't wait till
Friday! D.S.

UM-ST. LOUIS WOMEN'S
TENNISTEAM invitesinterested full-lime female
students to attend an
organizational
meeting
Thursday, Septmeber 15
at 3:15 p.m. in Room 203
Mark Twain Building. For
further Information, contact Coach Pam Steinmetz
203MT at 553-5123. We
need you!
Intramural
offiCials
needed for touch football
soccer and volleyball. Experience not required.
Self-confidence and a will
to learn attitude recommended. Pay is $4·$5 per
game based on experience. Apply at Intramural
Office 203 Mark Twain 9
am.-4 p.m. Monday·Friday.
553-5125.

Hey Lori! How was your
Summer? Laura told me
you guys are in Stats.
together.
Good
luck
Diana.

Ingrid, Let's do lunchl Call
me. Diana P.S. Have you
seen T.H.?

Personals
To The Great Corrupter:
'... There's nothing you and
I won't1lo.I've seen the difference and its getting
better all the time .. .'
Signed,
Sweet
Innocence

~----------------~

1lSEAllCll
1fORMA1II
Largest Ubrary of information in U.S. .

all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

t.MI~~. ~nlt~~J 4;~8~~2
Or, rush $2,00 to: Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave. #2r1'rA, Los Angeles. CA 90025

U.M.-St. Louis

Arthur Andersen & Co.
1010 Market Street

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING
AcademiC
manuscripts my speCialty.
No job is too large or too
small. Reasonable rates.
Fast turnaround. Profes·
sional.
Confidential.
Resumes - $5OO/page.
letters,
Expert
with
reports, pick-up delivery
available. KAREN 867·
6841

Straight Female roommate wanted to share furnished home in village of
Bel Nor. $225/month plus
half utilities. No security
deposit. Three month
lease renewable. Avail-

Laura H. Tucker

Audft

Steve L., We still need to
have our tennis match. I'll
let you pick the time and
place. Do you have
enough (tennL$) balls? Prepare to be humiliated.
Cyrano.

able November first. Nonsmoker preferred. Pets ok
Close to UMSL. Call Suzan
426-4014.

Softball Tryouts

St. louis, Missouri 63101

September 6th thru the 9th
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Softball Field Located At The South End
Of The U.M.-St. Louis Soccer Field
For More Information Contact

Coach Vogler: 553-5637
Or Leave Your Name and Number
For A Return Call

UM-St. Louis
School of Optometry

Eye Clinic
Mn Structural Engineering.

University of Virginia, Fi-

Uc Santa Cruz, Marine Biol-

University of Michigan, MBA

Analyzing and designing

nance. Studies fluctuating

ogy. Studies behavior of blue

candidate. Assisted on pric-

bridges. Developed working

stock and 'money market

whales and effect of environ-

ing projects for GM. The HP-

moclel of a double spandrel arch

trends. Assisted head trader

ment on distribution of mar-

17B offers easy algebraic entry.

bridge. The HP-28S helps him

in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

ine mammals. The new, easy

Plus time value of money, cash

analyze structural stress and

Exchange.The HP-12C with

to use HP-22S has a built-in

flows and linear regression to

ew

~:~~:~:::::th~~ NRPN
belic

~;gebra and calculus.

i llm

anAches.
..

~igb

ViSi()~

i" s

...Tscb S()Cisty

le;~eMyrsWithl~Onlver, :al~::l~:g:::::::=·
:

V

formulas and solve for any

I

:::::: Heavy Metal, Swing, Blues ;::::ttmatrix math and graphics capabilities. And HP Solve lets him

>

and Motown

•

Packard'scalaulatorsarebuilt
for your success. Look for them

solve custom formulas without

ratios, net present value and

giving her access to the most

at your campus bookstore. Or

programming. With more than

internal rate of return. He can

commonly used scientifiC

call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 658E,

1500 functions , 32K RAM and

even create his own custom

equations. Statistics with

for your nearest dealer.

both RPN and algebraic entry,

programs. The HP- 12C is the

linear regresSlOn. And alge-

We never stop asking "What if ...

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci-

established standard in fi-

braic entry. The ideal student

entific calculator.

nancial calculators.

science calculator.

[hR] PACKARD
HEWLETT

Are you prepared?
A \/Vide range of vision care services

. ' Contact Lenses
• Eye Health Assessment
• VDT Related Visual Problems

• Newest Lens Designs and
Fashion Frames
• Designer Sunglasses

UM-St. Louis Students, Faculty, Staff and Alumni
receive a 20% discount on all professional service fees ..

PG12807

© 1988 Hewlett-Packard Company. GM is a trademark of General Motom Corporation.

I'

II

Call 553·5131
.
UM-St. Louis School of Optometry
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Pop Qu iz
Q: What wa.s and st ill is the best
software deal in St. Louis?

A:
W ordPerfect C orporation's
softwa re available at new school
disco unts from Software City

Law Keeps Dioxin On
. Dy Barbara James

reporter
The dioxin that has 'been on campus since 1981 still remains in the
General Services Building.
According to Mr. M. Thomas
Jones , deputy to the chancellor and
professor of chemistry , and Ms.
Gwen Moore of Administrative Services, it is required by law to remain
on campus until a way to remove and
destroy it can be founa

Camp~

''The thing we want to emphasize
is that we 're not keeping it on campus because we want to, " said Professor Jone s "but federal and state
laws prevent'us from moving it until
there are accepted procedures and
organizations that can destroy it.
. Wehav e nointentionofviolatingthe
laws ."
Dioxin is a material that has been
known to cause' cancer in laboratory
animals . So the question bec omes
whether or not the University has

. ..

been storing the dioxin safely. A
number of reviews have been done
and everyone of them has come
back that the procedures on how and
where the material is stored is in
proper accordance with the laws .
So the University is at a standstill
as to what they can do about the
removal of the dioxin, but assures
that all proper procedures are being
done and that no one on campus is in
danger from it.

DELTA SIGMA PI

~ The Eta Nu Chapter

~ Invites You To MeetUs ~
---------.

-'

o
o

Are you a full -time registered student?
A re you a me mber of the faculty?

We are a cQ-ed professional business fraternity offering its members an edge in the business world while making friends and enjoing
fun times.

o

Do you n ee d WordPerfect?

"We Want You To Be A Part Of Us"

Select two:

Mu ltiple Choice

INFORMAL MEET THE CHAPTER ·
If Y ou Selected Any Two Of Th ese Questions

Give Yourself an A + And Get
WordPerfect For Next To Nothing

WordPerfect 5.0 ( IBM)
Wordperfect (Apple Ile/lle/llgs)
WordPetfect (Macintosh)
.
Wordperfect Library

$135
$59
$99
$59

Or Any Oth er Product

Wednesday, September 7,1988
Pantera's: 9500 Natural Bridge
3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Pizza and Beverages On Us

FORMAL MEET T H E

CHAPTE~

Friday, September 9, 1988
1 :00 p.m., Room 132 - SSB
For More Information Contact:

Ken Kershaw: 921-2901 or Dave Vogl: 966-6155

From WordPerf ect At
Great Savings!

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Class
Dismissed!

.

.

.

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
.BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH. ..
Army. ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay . '
. for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
. each school year the scholarship is in effect.
So find out today if you qualify.

. It's the same great ·.

WordPerfect™ software.

Now at an even greater'
WordPerfect™ price.
Offer Available To Registered Full-Time Students
And Faculty Only
No Other Discounts Apply

12977 Olive a·t Fee Fee . ' 434-3311

,
ABMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

for more information call:

Capta·in Jon Boyle at 553-5176
or stop by Room 44 of the

Blue Metal Office ;, Building

